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It’s now or never.
That’s the takeaway of this
year’s Sustainability Issue,
where Interrobang’s writers took
a moment to reflect on where
humanity stands in terms of solving climate change.
To sum it up: If we’re going to
make a change, it has to be now.
The Earth has shown signs of
thriving thanks to recent lockdowns. In April, the BBC reported
increased activity in wild animals
due to the withdrawal of human
interference in urban and conservation areas. Meanwhile, the
head of the National Resources
Defense Council noted that some
of India’s population are seeing
the Himalayas for the first time
as air pollution has lifted.
However, with the news of an
effective vaccine now in sight,
what does the future hold for our
planet once we resume our normal
routines? More to the point, are
there parts of our previous routines that can be left behind to
make way for a better, more sustainable future?

COVID-19 is not the ideal
reason to give Earth a break, but
the scenario has delivered indisputable evidence that slowing
down our lifestyles and industry
is the only way to, quite literally,
save the planet from ourselves.
True change comes down to
leadership, and beyond that it
comes down to our unwavering
demand for improved environmental policies. Thankfully there
is light at the end of the tunnel
in the United States, but we all
know this is only the beginning
of a massive worldwide overhaul.
Don’t stop envisioning a
greener future; especially when
we’ve now seen for ourselves
the difference a bit of change
can make.
And so it goes,

PLEASE
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Police charge two men for
150-person Halloween party
Hope Mahood
& Emily Tayler
GAZETTE

London police charged two men
in relation to a Halloween party on
Beaufort Street that saw at least
150 guests.
A 23-year-old London man was
charged with hosting and participating in a “nuisance party” with
guests exceeding provincial gathering limits. A 24-year-old London
man was charged with participating
in the indoor gathering.
The Reopening Ontario Act
restricts gatherings to only 10
people indoors and 25 outdoors.
The men are set to appear in court
Jan. 25, 2021. The minimum charge
for hosting a party in the pandemic
is $10,000 and attendees can be
charged $750.

The charges come after a joint
investigation from London Police
Services, city bylaw officials and
the Middlesex-London Health Unit.
Western University also participated
in the investigation, though so far
no students have been sanctioned
under the Student Code of Conduct.
Dr. Chris Mackie, the MLHU’s
medical officer of health, warned
students last week of the “extremely
high risk level” parties with over
100 people pose, as the health unit
is expecting a surge of new cases.
Neighbours called police to
the residence around 1:30 a.m.
on Halloween. The house is in
a student neighborhood near the
intersection of Oxford Road and
Wharncliffe Road.
Images of the party were captured
on a neighbours’ security camera
and posted on popular student social
media groups.

CREDIT: COURTESY OF “MUST KNOWS FOR COURSES AT UWO” FACEBOOK GROUP

A Halloween part on Beaufort Street in London saw at least 150 guests.

From the Vault II
reveals story of
London’s growth
Angela McInnes
INTERROBANG
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The space was designed as a safe place to practise Indigenous culture and tradition.

LHSC announces new
Indigenous Healing Space
Hannah Theodore
INTERROBANG

The London Health Sciences
Centre (LHSC) has partnered with
Atlohsa Family Healing Services
to open a new Indigenous Healing Space at Victoria Hospital. The
space aims to provide a safe place for
Indigenous traditions and practices,
and to improve the care of patients
and families at LHSC.
Executive Director of Atlohsa,
Raymond Deleary said it fills the
need for a safe space that was missing before.
“In many cases, in many different experiences, our people who
visit LHSC do not have a space for
our ways of being and understanding and taking care of one another,”
said Deleary.
This partnership seeks to end this
issue, by offering a safe space that
was designed around holistic practices, as well as Indigenous culture
and traditions.
The Indigenous Healing Space
features a mural entitled Ka-Bzindaadmin (Voice to Voice). The
mural was created by Tsista Kennedy, an 18-year-old self-taught

Indigenous artist from Beausoleil
First Nation, and Oneida Nation of
the Thames.
The space will be staffed fulltime by Indigenous Healing Service
Advisor, Michelle Nahdee. Deleary
said having someone who identifies
as Indigenous on site will help build
trusting relationships.
“[They] will be responsible for
overseeing the space and ensuring
that patients at LHSC and community members visiting LHSC…will
experience that heightened level
of care as a result of her position,”
he said.
The space will offer a combination of holistic healing practices
combined with western medicine,
inspired by Atlohsa’s own support model.
“Being a culturally based organization, what we tend to focus on is
helping our community to heal and
to overcome trauma,” said Deleary.
He added that as a result of
inter-generational trauma, members
of the Indigenous community may
experience a myriad of health barriers, including poverty, substance
abuse, homelessness, violence, and
physical ailments. This means supports for Indigenous communities

must go beyond traditional western
medicinal practices.
“We really wanted to create a
space that combines our program
and service model along with the
LHSC’s space,” said Deleary.
According to Deleary, the partnership with LHSC goes far beyond just
the creation of a new space.
“This partnership is really a step
that enables a conversation about
reconciliation,” he said. “And it is
our firm belief that reconciliation
can only begin once land and space
reclamation exists.”
He said the space has the potential
to open the door to mutual learning
and understanding. The experience
of First Nations and Indigenous
people in Canada is unique, and so
Deleary said support services must
have a focus on healing.
“There is some healing that needs
to occur within overcoming the traumas that have been inflicted by acts
of displacement,” added Deleary.
“That healing can only begin once
our community — the First Nations
community, the Indigenous community — comes together with settler
communities and the societies and
insinuations that are representative
of that society.”

A new photo-history of London
reveals the city’s history of growth
and expansion in the mid-twentieth
century.
From the Vault, Volume II: 1950 to
1975 is the latest in a series of books
exploring Southwestern Ontario’s
regional history. This volume draws
from over 1,250 London Free Press
photos archived at Western University, as well as articles stored at the
London Public Library.
Historian Jennifer Grainger told
Interrobang it took her two years
to complete the work. The process
included digging through Western’s
collection of photo negatives, then
matching the dates of the photos
to articles kept in microfilm in the
library’s London Room.
The result tells the full story of
London finding its footing on Canada’s cultural map.
“This was a time when London’s
population was really growing,”
Grainger said. “It was the baby boom
so there were lots of kids, and the
city was stretching out, building
suburbs, expanding and taking over
villages around the city, and building all sorts of new neighbourhoods.
It’s when London turns into the city
that we know today.”
As a past president of the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario
(ACO), Grainger said that overall
she was surprised to discover just
how many old buildings London
lost in this time period.
“It seems like they were always
knocking something down and a picture of the building that was going to
be demolished was in the Free Press
usually just before it was knocked
down,” she said. “I think we lost a
lot of buildings at that time. I had not
realized that this was a time when a
lot of the old London got knocked
down and a lot of what we see in
London today actually got built.”

CREDIT: PROVIDED BY BIBLIOASIS

From the Vault, Volume II: 1950 to 1975
tells the story of London at the time, as
told by London Free Press reporters.

The city’s rapid growth in this era
meant that the Free Press was often
covering new buildings, industries,
businesses and schools, including
Fanshawe College. Because of this,
Grainger had a wealth of tangible
material to work with that perfectly
preserved the spirit of the time.
She said she wasn’t sure if today’s
digital journalism landscape is
enough to adequately capture our
own present moment.
“We have the microfilm, and
occasionally you do find papers
themselves — clippings and entire
newspapers and while that may not
seem ideal, on the other hand if it’s
digital, there’s the possibility that
somebody can flip a switch and it’s
all gone,” she said. “This is the concern. Is a paper document going to
wind up lasting longer than something that’s digital or not?”
The future of digital content may
be in question, but for now From
the Vault is available for history and
journalism buffs to purchase at most
London bookstores.
Grainger is also available to discuss her findings in person over the
counter at Attic Books in downtown
London.
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Off the Radar:
What’s going
on in the world
Ian Indiano

INTERROBANG

In the great theatre of life, it is
inevitable to think of yourself as
the protagonist of your story, especially when you have to worry
about work, studies, family, friends,
all at once.
We pay attention to the main
actors and supporting actors. But
are we paying enough attention to
the stage where all of this is happening? In our modern and stressful
world, rare are the moments when
we take a break and enjoy a walk
in a park, the smell of the flowers,
or the songs of the birds. And we
may forget that the nature around
us also requires care and attention.
Based on that, here are five recent
events that will help you keep on
track of what’s happening with the
environment around the world:
Ethiopia and Egypt are
fighting over the Nile.
Under construction since 2011,
the Grand Renaissance Dam on
the Blue Nile River is heating up
the discussions between Egypt and
Ethiopia. The massive construction
is a fundamental piece on Ethiopia’s plan to become a major power
exporter. However, the Egyptian
government claims that the dam
will significantly affect the country’s fresh water supply. Egypt has
been almost entirely dependent of
the Nile for thousands of years. The

dispute also involves other countries like Sudan, which sits right
between the two countries, and
the U.S., who failed to produce an
agreement so far. Right now, negotiations continue.
A massive 1,600-foot-tall
coral reef was discovered in
Australia.
Coral reefs are known for being
extremely delicate structures, and
with climate-change they have been
especially affected, which is why
this new discovery is so exciting.
This detached reef was discovered
at the coast of North Queensland,
and it is the first to be discovered
in 120 years. The discovery was
announced by a group of scientists
from the Schmidt Ocean. At the end
of the expedition, all the collected
data will be available to the public.
The U.S. is the first nation
to officially withdraw from the
Paris Agreement.
Although President Trump
announced the move in 2017, it
was only made official the day after
the 2020 election. The historical
Paris Agreement from 2015 was a
global response to climate change.
Some of its goals include maintaining the global temperature rise
in this century below 2C, among
other measures to control the temperature increase. President Trump
believes that the deal was unfair to
the U.S. However, President Elect
Joe Biden could rejoin the agreement if he wishes to.

CREDIT: IAN INDIANO

The U.S. has withdrawn from the Paris Climate Agreement, while Japan has vowed to be carbon neutral by 2050.

Japan has set a goal to be
carbon neutral by 2050.
A few weeks after China
announced their plan to be carbon
neutral by 2050, Japan’s new
prime minister announced their
goal on his first major speech
in the role. The declaration was
really well received by the media.
Even though Japan didn’t change
its plans to construct several
coal-burning power plants in the

next few years, this decision might
be the result of external pressure
from other countries. This new
plan will be an addition to the Paris
Agreement’s goals that are already
in place.
The biggest iceberg in the
world is putting a wildlife
sanctuary in danger.
The biggest iceberg in the world
is 100 miles long and 30 miles
wide. Known as A68a, it broke

apart from the Antarctic Peninsula
in 2017. Since then it is floating
freely in the ocean, and is currently
heading to the island of South
Georgia, which is also a sanctuary
for the local wildlife including penguins and seals. An iceberg this big
could easily cause trouble to access
the island and disrupt the ecosystem there. Some experts say that
its route may change, but Mother
Nature will be the final judge.

Fanshawe fashion film wins CANIFF award
Hannah Theodore
INTERROBANG

Unbound Revival, a film project produced by Fanshawe fashion
design program and more than 50
students across the College, has won
the Best Student Film at the 2020
Canadian International Film Festival (CANIFF).
The film deals with over-consumption in the fashion industry,
spreading a message of sustainability and how designers can adapt
to create fashion-forward reduced
waste designs.
The film was the result of
COVID-19 postponing the program’s end-of-year fashion show
that was originally intended to take
place in person. Professor of fashion design, Loren Carriere said the
initial cancellation of the in-person
show was a big blow to the students
and faculty.
“It was truly gut-wrenching,” she
said. “This 2020 Unbound was like
no other.”
Students like Madelin Terejko
agreed, saying she was crushed when
she heard the news.
“It’s almost heartbreaking when
we found out the news that things
would be changing,” said Terejko.
But Carriere didn’t want her students’ work to go to waste. Instead,
she reached out to other schools and
industry players to find out how they

were adapting to changes brought on
by the pandemic.
“Everyone was faced with the
same dilemma,” she said. “How are
you going to showcase collections
when you don’t have a live event?”
That led Carriere to a multimedia
conference, where she found that
many in the fashion industry were
turning to fashion films as an alternative. Some in the industry had
already been turning to virtual fashion shows as a way to reduce waste
and promote sustainability.
The film follows 11 third-year
fashion design students as they
complete their collections from
home. Terejko was one of the students featured in the film, and she
said working remotely posed some
challenges.
“It was so, so difficult, for me
personally,” said Terejko. She said
lack of access to equipment was a
major detriment, but one that faculty
worked hard to account for.
“I got a machine from one of
the profs, and I’m so, so grateful
for that,” she said. “That just got
me started to finish what I started.
Nobody wants to leave something
unfinished after they kind of poured
their heart and soul into it.”
Once the film was completed,
Carriere sought opportunities to have
it recognized. She decided to go big.
“I looked around and I thought,
if we’re going to make this fashion film, why not do it with this

CREDIT: PROVIDED BY LOREN CARRIERE

The student-produced film, Unbound Revival, spreads a message of sustainability in fashion.

international reach and message?”
said Carriere.
CANIFF receives countless
submissions from professional,
international fashion filmmakers, but
Carriere believed in the message of
Unbound Revival and her students’
professional-level work. Apart from
just winning the category of Best
Student Film, Unbound Revival was
also nominated for Best Canadian

Fashion Film and Best Eco-Message.
“The students had rallied, they had
produced it, it was incredible, and
on a professional international landscape, it was being recognized,” said
Carriere.
Terejko said finding out about the
win was a big moment for her.
“It really did bring that extra
motivation and appreciation for
everything that was done up until

that point,” she said. “I will be taking
that with me as something that was
so difficult and so gut-wrenching and
so hard to go through into my career
now. I did all of that and I did it while
I was a student.”
The film premiered Oct. 23 during
the Forest City Film Festival and was
among 160 films from around the
world to screen during CANIFF’s
online festival.
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Environmental sustainability:
Pathways to choosing trade-offs
Michael Veenema
RELIGION

This morning I helped a few friends pour a
concrete driveway.
The edges formed with 2 x 4’s were already
in place, and the steel reinforcing was set a
couple of inches above the graded bottom.
A truck came in with nine cubic yards of
concrete, and within two hours the 30 foot
driveway was done except for some finishing
trowel work. A great morning.
In some ways, this little episode demonstrates so much that makes life fulfilling, but
at the same time it illustrates why environmental sustainability is a tremendous challenge.
First, the fulfilling bits. There’s a lot to be
said for friends working together to improve
their material conditions. The driveway is one
of the finishing touches on a home.
It beautifies the neighbourhood and will
help give a single person or a small family a
great place to live and thrive. Not only were
we installers meaningfully occupied this
morning, but the truck driver served the public
with his work. And the exchange of money
for the driveway materials helped him and his
work colleagues remain financially healthy.
But our morning project also brought environmental sustainability issues. A concrete
driveway does not absorb rain so it contributes to storm drainage problems. The truck
that delivered the concrete mix runs on fossil
fuels.
The steel reinforcing left a negative environmental imprint because of the fossil fuels
used in the mining, manufacturing and transportation involved in getting that steel mesh
to our job site.
In some parts of Canada we are getting more
than the usual share of warm weather this
fall. So, out in the streets and in our COVIDadapted social settings, it is common to hear
ourselves talk about the warming planet. The
government of Canada, on its “Environment
and Natural Resources” webpage, posts a
chart that tracks average Canadian temperature since 1947. It shows that from then to
2019 the average temperature in Canada has
increased by 1.7 C.
All kinds of things are being done to slow
it down. Wind energy farms have sprung up
everywhere. The other day I took a long look
at a special ship docked in Halifax whose only
purpose is to install large off-shore wind turbines. One friend bought a Tesla. Many other
friends are steadily favouring local produce.
My roof has an array of solar panels on it.
The driveway I helped with belongs to half of
a new duplex that has a modest square footage, is extremely well insulated, and has many
other energy saving features.
On the other hand, it looks as if not enough
is getting done fast enough. For one thing, we
all want to see a post-COVID economic recovery. That will certainly mean firing up fossil
fuel powered electric generators, jet engines,
trucks, and manufacturing equipment. Forests
continue to be cut down in Canada and elsewhere in the world.
A second thing: the die is already cast for
long term temperature increase. The effects
of CO2 will be with us for decades, scientists
say, even if we were to instantly stop producing the stuff.
And third, most of us consider that a good
life means access to travel, material goods and
entertainments. Are you, or am I, going to give
up flying when COVID restrictions ease? Are
you, or am I, going to boycott job opportunities in car manufacturing plants when we have
families to raise?  
So, here are a few perspectives that I hope
will help you navigate these conflicting interests. These perspectives are directly linked, in
my view, to the Christian tradition, to a Christian-biblical understanding of life. I don’t
present these perspectives as solutions to our
global environmental challenges.

As Thomas Sowell says with respect to environmental (as well as social) issues, “There are
no solutions. But there are trade offs” (quoted
in, “In flood resilience debates, there are no
solutions – only trade offs,” thehill.com).
These perspectives are intended as pathways
to choosing the trade offs that will get us closer
to where we need to be.
First, be grateful. Gratitude is fundamental
to Christianity. Without gratitude, the
path opens up to excessive anger, rock
throwing, and police car burning. We can be
thankful that there are many people committed to addressing climate change. Government
environment departments, even if they act
slowly, are far better than nothing.
Individuals such as Bill Gates have committed billions of dollars towards the climate
change battle. Armies of researchers are doing
all they can to help us understand the crisis and
what can be done about it.
Second, see this planet as part of God’s
created world, beautiful, soaked with opportunities for prosperity, valuable, worthy not
only of exploration, but also of genuine care.
Your concerns for the impact of fracking, trans
mountain pipelines, and the increasing levels
of CO2 are validated by the Bible and the
Christian tradition — as well as the Jewish
tradition. Seeing the planetary environment
as intrinsically valuable is, again, part of the
biblical tradition. Without it the spirit of capitalism has less to correct its excesses. With
it, fresh approaches to the care of the planet
find a welcome.
Third, consider climate change as a justice issue. As temperatures rise, many of us
will adapt by spending more time in air conditioned spaces and purchasing stronger sun
screen. But what about the people who have
fewer resources? Some won’t be able to leave
once-fertile lands that used to feed their herds
and provide them with food and materials for
shelter.
Some will loose their homes to rising sea
levels. Consider these things when you make
decisions about whether or not to buy a car or
go on an island cruise. Climate change might

CREDIT: BLACKJACK3D

Opinion: The future of the world is in God’s hands.

be nothing more than an inconvenience —
although a very big inconvenience — for those
who are better off.
But for those who are working to climb
higher up the economic hierarchy from the
lower levels, it could mean a struggle to
avoid painful disruptions in life. It will for
some mean death. So, let us not be careless
about them.
Fourth, we can bring on the Christian tradition of repentance. Repentance means change,
especially change when confronted by moral
demands. We cannot make decisions in life
based only on personal preference, profitability, or (what is often the case now) the opinions
of “your tribe.”
Truth and Morality are not up for grabs.
They go hand in hand. They must be reflected

Illustration by Ian Indiano

in our individual decisions about the use of
resources and in the collective actions of our
governments, industries and NGOs.
Lastly, I would say, we ought to recognize
that the future of the world is in God’s hands.
This does not mean that all things are predetermined. In the universe he has created, there
is plenty of room for our freedom of choice
and actions (a bit too much, I have sometimes
heard it said). As well, the ultimate goals or
“ends” of our universe and the human community are not negotiable.
However, when we act with integrity to
address our problems and sincerely pray for
God to walk with us and bless all we are up
to, we can expect a future that does not disappoint all our hopes, but fulfills many of them,
perhaps more than we dare to imagine.
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Ontario’s new
blue box plan
a step in the
right direction
Salma Hussein
INTERROBANG

If everyone takes a moment of their day to
properly sort their garbage, then workers at
the landfill wouldn’t struggle to sort through
piles of unorganized trash.
The truth is that no matter how many people
make that effort, there will still be many more
who neglect to take that second and simply
throw waste into any bin closest to them at
the time. But what if we take the duty of properly sorting waste from the consumers and
instead put it in the hands of manufactures
and producers?
The new blue box plan is an initiative that
will increase recycling and reduce the amount
of waste that goes to landfills, according to the
Ontario Newsroom. This plan will allow more
items to be put in the blue box to be recycled,
as it shifts the responsibility to the producers
of packaged items to use more ecologically
friendly materials.
The initiative should allow more items to
be accepted in the blue bin that were never
allowed before, such as plastic items and
foil. The program is supposed to shift the
costs from the taxpayers to the producers
of the items consumers purchase. According to the Ontario Newsroom, this shift can
save an estimated “$135 million annually for
municipalities.”
Another benefit of this program is the promise of expanding the blue box services to rural
areas and towns with populations less than
5,000 people. This means more recycling
opportunities and less waste in even the more
isolated parts of Ontario.

The plan will not just be implemented in
house communities but also in apartment
buildings, long-term care homes, schools
and municipal parks. The more we shift to
recycling and allow for more parts of our community to expand on recycling, the less waste
ends up in landfills and our planet is better off
in the future.
Calvin Lakhan, a York University
researcher, told CBC news that there will
be additional monthly costs for consumers when producers are forced to use more
costly resources to package items. Lakhan predicted that the increase in costs due to costly
packaging will impact low income families
negatively.
However, the program should be pushing
producers of packaged items to find innovative ways to use ecologically friendly
resources to manufacture the packaging for
various items. When all producers are forced
to do the same to adhere to the blue box plan,
companies will try to sell their products at a
lower price point than market average. That
means that eventually consumers, from low
to high income families, will be able to purchase packaged items at an affordable price.
Driving producers to use biodegradable
packaging and more ecologically beneficial
alternatives will help reduce the load on landfills and allow the increased opportunity of
repurposing items to be reinserted into the
economy, as Jeff Yurek, Ontario Minister of
the Environment, explained when proposing
this plan. Landfills are piling up with waste
more than ever now, and initiatives like the
blue box plan, are programs we need to support in order to reduce our already immense
ecological footprint.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Gareth Gransaull

CREDIT: EMILY TAYLER (GAZETTE)

Letter to the Editor: There are many areas where Western University’s performance falls short when it
comes to sustainability.

Climate Crisis
Coalition:
Western needs
to take its climate
goals seriously
Letter to the Editor from Gareth Gransaull, member of Western’s Climate Crisis
Coalition
We are living in a climate crisis. As the
California wildfires and other catastrophes
have shown, there is a steep human cost to
inaction.
Climate change is no longer a problem
of the distant future — its consequences
are with us today. Given the urgency of this
challenge, we must act as quickly and ambitiously as possible.
Public institutions like Western University have a responsibility to be leaders on
climate change, which is the defining challenge of our time. Western has already made
some progress in reducing its carbon emissions, but it is still falling short of several
key sustainability targets. This is unacceptable and we need to do better.
Over the past year and a half, EnviroWestern, Student Energy, the Wildlife
Conservation Society and other student
clubs have come together under the shared
goal of immediate climate action. We created the Climate Crisis Coalition to ensure
that sustainability receives the institutional
attention it deserves.
As outlined in Western’s 2012 plan for
Creating a Sustainable Western Experience,
the university aims to be “leading the effort
to build a sustainable society.”
In some cases, they’re succeeding.
Over the past decade, Western has made
great progress in modernizing some of
its infrastructure, and has become home
to world-leading sustainability research
centres.

Unfortunately, there are many areas
where Western’s performance continues to
fall short. The university’s most recent sustainability update was published six years
ago, and Western’s carbon emissions rose by
10 per cent between 2012 and 2018, rather
than declining 15 per cent, in-line with the
2012 goal.
Western has not come close to meeting
its stated goal of being a zero-waste campus
by 2022. Recently, Western signed a charter
on sustainable investing, but its endowment
fund remains invested in major fossil fuel
companies.
Given that our university has been unable
to meet its past sustainability targets, we
believe Western must renew its commitment
to reduce its carbon footprint and integrate
sustainability throughout all institutional
policies and procedures.
The Climate Crisis Coalition will be
hosting a campus-wide town hall at 7 p.m.
Thursday with registration online. We
will discuss Western’s performance in an
open, public forum, and identify areas for
improvement. Western is falling behind, but
together we can be part of the solution.
— Gareth Gransaull, fifth-year international relations and Ivey Business School
student and member of Western’s Climate
Crisis Coalition
The Western Climate Crisis Coalition is
a group of student clubs and organizations
seeking to declare a climate emergency and
push for immediate climate action at Western University.

Opinion: Landfills are piling up with waste more than ever now, and initiatives like the blue box plan are
programs we need to support in order to reduce our already immense ecological footprint.

HAVE AN OPINION? SUBMIT YOUR STORY!
Letters to the Editor: fsuletters@fanshawec.ca
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CROSSWORD

DOWN
1. Mideast port
2. Change for a five
3. Biblical race of giants
4. Ability
5. Natural ability
6. Ring bearer, maybe
7. Went up
8. Kind of food or music
9. “Here ___ the lesson”
10. Animal’s stomach
11. Contents of some urns
12. It doesn’t hold water
13. More than unpopular
21. Terra firma
23. Cashmere, e.g.
26. Did an usher’s job
28. Antares, for one
29. Cashews, e.g.
30. Woeful word
31. Disharmony
32. Simile’s center
34. Highest roll of a die

36. Dugout, for one
37. Dangerous biters
38. After-tax amount
40. Kitten’s toy
42. Old English word for taking
a nap
45. Bind
47. Simplify
50. Belonging to a biblical
singer
52. Blotto
53. Believe in
54. Natural sweetener
55. Calculator, at times
56. Gawk
59. Berth place
61. Blanched
62. Safari sighting
63. “Boola Boola” singers
65. Single
67. Kayo count

CRYPTOGRAM
23

26

GOING GREEN
Biobased
Safe
Sustainable
Alternative
Wholesome

Transparent
Green
Organic
Ethical
Fair Trade

All-Natural
Handmade
Recycled
Re-used
Humane

Balanced
Salvaged

SUDOKU

9
5 1
7
4
9 8
© thewordsearch.com
6
3 1
3
9
8
3 5 4
6
5
3
9 7
8
4 8
7
2
9 3
4
Daily Sudoku: Mon 20-Jan-2020

(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2020. All rights reserved.

ACROSS
1. Bearded beast
5. Stop
10. Beat to a pulp
14. Tolstoy heroine
15. Early priest
16. Atlas section
17. Ardor
18. Like a peacock
19. Put an edge on
20. Inquired
22. Killed
24. First woman
25. Urban pollution
27. Type of salad
29. Home-grown
31. Quick drink
32. Asiatic tent
33. Minimal
35. Leah’s father
39. “Don’t go!”
41. Mixes up
43. Shade of red
44. Analyze
46. Deposed leader, perhaps
48. Appropriate
49. Means of access
51. Big dinners
53. Recipient’s reply
56. erb of the bard
57. Pistol, slangily
58. “___ of Eden”
60. Right on the map?
64. Bring to ruin
66. Batter’s position
68. Hammer target
69. Caught in the act
70. Dad’s rival
71. Adds to the payroll
72. Phoenician trading center
73. Depleted
74. Animal shelters

WORD SEARCH

Puzzle rating:medium
Medium

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 grid contains the
digits 1 through 9. That means no number is repeated in any column, row or box.
http://www.dailysudoku.com/

5
4
7
6
3
9
1
8

7 2 1 4 3 9 8 6 5
6 4 5 7 2 8 3 1 9
3 5 9 6 7 2 4 8 1

  23 22 10 17 20

9 8 3 5 1 6 2 4 7

6
9
8
2
4
1
5
7

2
8
3
4
9
5
6
1

4
6
1
8
2
7
3
9

“Every moment is a fresh beginning.” — T.S. Eliot
Daily Sudoku: Mon 20-Jan-2020

9
5 1
7
4
9 8
6
3 1
3
9
8
3 5 4
6
5
9 7
4 8
7
9 3

medium

3
8
2
4

(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2020. All rights reserved.

1
3
2
7
5
8
4
6

7
5
9
1
6
3
8
2

8 1 6 2 9 3 7 5 4
Daily Sudoku: Mon 20-Jan-2020

(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2020. All rights reserved.

3
1
5
9
8
2
7
4

1 7 8 3 5 4 9 2 6
4 6 2 9 8 1 5 7 3
2 9 7 1 4 5 6 3 8

24

.

8
2
4
5
7
6
9
3

5 3 4 8 6 7 1 9 2

  20

.

medium

―

  

9
7
6
3
1
4
2
5

8 1 6 2 9 3 7 5 4

12  18 21 23 24 19   8 23 15 10 2 2 10 2 15

.”

PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2020. All rights reserved.

23 16 23 21 11  26 17 26 23 2 20  10 24  

Daily Sudoku: Mon 20-Jan-2020

“

medium

http://www.dailysudo
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Aries

Virgo

eo

L

Gemini

Libra

Taurus

Scorpio

Keep life simple these next few weeks.
A friendly approach when dealing with
those you live with or study alongside
will ensure progress. Pay extra attention
to your partner. A kind gesture or romantic evening is welcomed. Laying all your
cards on the table will allow others to
make suggestions that can contribute to
finalizing your plans. Nothing will be for
sure. Be prepared to make last-minute
adjustments. Address matters that can
disrupt a close relationship before you
implement change to avoid wasting time.
Honesty doused with charm will keep
you out of trouble. Take pride in what
you do, and hold yourself accountable
if something goes wrong. Integrity will
buy you the freedom to do as you please.
Set high goals and don’t let what others
do stop you from getting the results you
want. Having tunnel vision will help you
stay on course. You’ll struggle to separate
emotions and ego. Rethink your strategy before you take action. Make subtle
changes that will make your life easier.
Make plans with someone you feel akin
to and share your interests.

Gemini

Make changes at home that will encourage those you live with to pitch in and
help. A group effort will help you accomplish your objective. You’ll get a false
sense of loyalty from someone you least
expect. Ask questions, pay attention to
detail, and verify the information before
you pass it along. You can accomplish
a lot in the next month as long as you
stick to a budget and adopt a moderate
mentality regarding eating, drinking
and temptation. Be aware of the changes others make and protect your money,
possessions and keep a low profile.

Cancer

Not Neurotypical

The line must be drawn here!

Every little bit helps, right?

Man, I gotta figure out ways
to reduce my carbon foot
print, but first, TACO!

. . . You could probably
save a forest worth of
Toilet Paper.

You know if you just cut
back on Hot Sauce . . .

Cancer

Tau

Aries

Keep an open mind. Dealing with a
friend or relative will be difficult if you
try to control situations that compromise
others. Listen to suggestions and be part
of the solution, not the problem. You may
want to make living improvements, but
before you do, put a budget in place.
Emotions will escalate regarding shared
expenditures. Live within your means.
Good things will transpire if you nurture
a meaningful relationship. Make suggestions and share common goals with
someone you love.

Leo

Share something special with someone
you love these next few weeks. Personal
improvements that will enhance your
appearance or encourage better health
should be your focus. Discuss plans
that will promote less stress at home. A
change that takes place will remind you
what’s happened in the past. Consider
how you’ve handled matters before,
and you’ll come up with a sound plan
that will ensure better results. Challenge
yourself, and it will inspire you to rethink
your lifestyle, health and prospects. You’ll
face opposition if you try to make changes
that affect others.

Virgo

Look over essential papers and update
documents before turning in your work.
Touch base with someone who motivates
you to tie up loose ends. Changes you
make will be enlightening and open a
window of opportunity that encourages
you to partner with someone unique. Positive change is heading your way. You’ll
have to be specific about what you want
or someone will take advantage of you.
Refuse to let your emotions take over or
your ego cost you. Discuss plans to ensure
you and those close to you are heading in
the same direction.

Enthusiasm and charm will help you
get your way. Share your thoughts with
someone you want to spend more time
with. Expect to face challenges at home
as the weather cools. A schedule will be
vital if you want to avoid a conflict with
someone close to you. If you want something, expect to give something in return.
Moderation will be essential. Someone’s
behaviour will leave you feeling disappointed. A change to how you handle
financial matters will set a standard
regarding how well off you are moving
forward. Do what’s best for you.
Sort out your thoughts before sharing
your plans. Getting a better sense of
what’s right for you will help you put
whatever situation you face in perspective. Call on people you have collaborated
with successfully and you will get a positive response from someone who has
something valuable to contribute. The
information you gather will change the
way you move forward. Don’t share too
much information about you or your family. Remain a mystery for the time being.
Live life your way on the. A chance to do
something unusual will broaden your
horizons and initiate new beginnings.

Sagittarius

Practice what you preach and you will
gain respect and support. Personal
changes will influence how you feel,
how you present and market your skills
and attributes. Confusion will set in if you
don’t verify the information you receive.
Someone will use emotional manipulation to pressure you to get involved in
something that is compromising. Keep
busy, do your own thing and be the best
you can be. Self-improvement projects
will lift your spirits and boost your confidence. Discuss your plans with someone
who always offers you sound advice and
it will help you make a personal decision.

Capricorn

Plan to do some energetic activities
these next few weeks. The less time you
have to ponder over unsettled matters,
the better. If you work yourself into a
frenzy, you will make poor decisions. Set
up a budget that is feasible to alleviate
approaching holiday stress. A change at
home looks promising. Problems with
friends or relatives will crop up if you
are too vocal about your intentions or
beliefs. You can make adjustments that
will send you down an exciting path. Be
open to change. Use your knowledge,
experience and skills to help you reach
your destination.

Aquarius

Leave nothing to chance. Set a budget
and a goal that will enable you to follow
through with your plans. Romance is in
the stars. You will feel better knowing that
you are free to move forward with your
plans. Take care of your needs. Fitness,
health and physical improvements will
make you feel good about who you are,
how you look and what you have to offer.
Don’t fold under pressure. If you don’t
like what someone asks you to do, do
your own thing.

Pisces

Focus on what’s important to you, and
look for a unique way to make your dream
come true. Refuse to let your emotions
interfere with your intelligence or productivity. You’ll come up with an excellent
plan that can help you change your current financial situation. A chance to use
your skills looks promising. A partnership
will face uncertainty if you aren’t explicit
regarding your intentions and plans. It’s
best to find out where you stand before
you make a move. A new friendship will
bring high returns.
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Creative Conversations
over Coffee: Asante Deluy
Ilhan Aden

INTERROBANG

With vivid memories of dancing in
my childhood home, I revert back to
a simpler life where I lived, breathed,
and slept music. The appreciation and
adoration I have for it runs deep.
One would think I wanted to be a
DJ with the amount of effort I would
put into curating my burnt CD’s. It
instead taught me a language I am
only now beginning to understand.
The sounds, lyrics, beats, and
instruments act as building blocks
for a foundation routed in freedom:
freedom of expression and freedom
from fear.
Music saved me in my darkest days
and continues to aide in every way
my evolution.
It is, was, and forever will be the
catalyst to connect to my emotions.
And for that reason alone, I will
forever dedicate my energy to understanding music in its totality.
This brings us to our latest installment of “Creative Conversations over
Coffee.”
I had the pleasure of exploring
the musical mind of Asante Deluy,
a first-year student in music industry arts (MIA).
Asante Deluy
Originally from Richmond Hill,
Deluy found himself in an all too
familiar space during his second
year of marketing at Western University: lost.
Although a great student, marketing was not where his passion lied.
With some divine intervention, he
met the right people at the right time
to redesign his creative journey.
While at Western, an off-chance
encounter with an MIA student was
the secret ingredient missing from his
recipe to success.
The energy in Fanshawe’s studio
enthralled Deluy, ultimately pushing
him to change his academic direction.
“So during my second year, I found
myself at Fanshawe a lot. I was there

so much that even the first year [MIA
students] thought I was a second year
and the second years were always
asking me why I never came to
class,” said Deluy.
“I just liked the atmosphere of
being around a bunch of creatives.
[It was] enormous for me. I’m someone who really clings to the energy of
my environment…my inspiration just
went up even further and made me
want to work even harder every day.”
This newfound surge in musical vigor encouraged Deluy to step
into the London music scene learning from live shows, webinars and
workshops. This solidified his choice
in coming to Fanshawe for the MIA
program in hopes of satisfying his
hunger to create.
But where did this musical appetite stem from?
Growing up, Deluy was surrounded by a diversity of music at
an early age thanks to his mother.
“There’d be music playing in my
house 24/7. There was never a time
where the music wasn’t being played
and my mom was huge on a bunch
of different genres. So [we] listened
to a lot of Michael Jackson or Stevie
Wonder, but also she’d put on Biggie
Smalls sometimes.”
His range in musical taste was
reflected in his choice of instruments—having dabbled playing with
the piano, drums, trumpet and violin.
It was not until high school that
Deluy began his personal musical
odyssey, stemming from the hopes
of making a diss track against his
school.
Referring to himself as “not a rebel
but kinda a troublemaker,” he met up
with an artist from his school with the
intention of expressing his discontent.
With raps in hand, he was ready to
air it all out into the mic, but instead
something else happened.
“I went over to his place and then
I started to record a song, but then he
[said] let’s just listen to some other
beats. So, we listen to beats and
then I made my first song with him.

CREDIT: ALEC DAVIDIAN

With his sights set on the horizon, Asante Deluy enjoys a night out.

I wouldn’t say I was the best on it,
but I just fell in love with the process,
I [clicked] with it.”
The process included: beat selection, song writing and trying to find
his rhythm. This cemented his love
but not yet pursuit of music.
“That’s when I [realized] ‘yo,
I like music.’…I wanted to look into
it more, but I didn’t necessarily say
I wanted to be an artist.”
Unfortunately, the pressure to be an
artist mounted as Deluy began freestyling more and more with friends.
Although he enjoyed rapping, it
was singing that his heart unknowingly desired.
“I felt… [the] pressure [as] a young
black man to rap. Whenever we’d be
freestyling, I’d always be rapping but
then I remember one time I put on a
Juice World beat and I started singing.
I didn’t even know that would come
out, but it just came out.”

Taken aback with the discovery of his new ability, Deluy was
excited to make music. He turned a
freestyle into his debut song, “Reality,” leaving the idea of a diss track
far behind.
Fast forward to now and Deluy
continues to persevere no matter
the challenge, including COVID-19.
Believing the lessons from a pandemic has shown him what he truly
cares about, he is more driven than
ever to pursue his ambitions.
With a key focus on self-improvement, Deluy chooses to take on the
challenges of 2020 with a distinct
mindset.
“I used to be someone who liked
looking left and right a lot just so
I [could] see where people [were].
But I learned that you can only look
forward because at the end of the
day, we’re all running a race at our
own pace.”

Authenticity is an important factor
in the growth and evolution of any
creative. It is a space to be unapologetically yourself in hopes of connecting
with the world around you.
However, with the current political ethos, the pressure to be political
in one’s art does not escape any creative, including Deluy.
“Unknown artists like to do political [art] because it just gives them
clout, whether that clout is good or
bad…you can [still] do a lot with it.
But I don’t want my career to based
off [that], I want [it] to be based of
people listening to my music.”
Choosing to end 2020 on a positive note, Deluy continues to build
upon his creative momentum gearing up for 2021; what he hopes is his
year of collaborations.
You can check out Deluy’s music on
Spotify under his artist name Asante,
also his website asantemusic.net.

How can we stop a climate crisis?
Skylar McCarthy
INTERROBANG

I think I can speak for everyone
when I say we want our world to be
healthy and environmentally safe for
our kids and grandchildren.
On top of the pandemic, we
saw the Australia wildfires at the
beginning of the year, followed by
California’s massive forest fires that
brought massive red clouds to L.A.’s
sky. A United Nations (U.N.) report
back in 2018 by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change said
that the world will have worsening
food shortages and wildfires, and a
mass die-off of coral reefs as soon as
2040. It’s quite shocking news that
even in our own lifetime we could be
heading for something we wouldn’t
know how to control.
But how do we make sure we
don’t get to this point?
So far, Canada has introduced
Carbon pricing to those who pollute the air, and has also introduced
the ban of single-use plastics. While

these two are great starts, they won’t
entirely save the planet from climate change. We must
continue to look to more
solutions.
The Paris Climate
Agreement has helped
determine where
countries should
go in terms of
trying to keep the
planet’s global
temperature
increase lower
than 2C for
the next century. Canada
has also made
a goal to get
net-zero emissions by 2050.
But how will
our country be
able to do that?
One of the biggest controversies
revolves around
fossil fuels. These
fuels can be oil, gas and

coal. However, one of the biggest
things in the economic world of
Canada is the fossil fuel industry, especially in Alberta.
While fossil fuels can
give us energy at a faster
rate, they are also literally destroying the
planet.
This is where
electricity comes
in. For example, even though
getting a gas car
is more convenient at the
moment, electrical cars are
better for the
environment.
No single
piece of technology will be
able to replace
the energy we
get from fossil
fuels. However,
electricity, solar and
wind energy are better

environmental options than fossil
fuel energy.
We’re going to have to all switch
to electrical cars, or even net-zero
emission cars. Even though they’re
expensive right now, the planet’s
health requires them to become more
affordable and accessible.
So, what can we do? Well, the
main thing individuals can do is
to speak up, and let our local and
national leaders know we need them
to help us. Other things you can do
are power your home with renewable
energy, invest into energy-efficient
appliances, reduce water waste, eat
the food you buy and not let it go
to waste, buy LED light bulbs, and
take trains and transit instead of individual cars.
I have full confidence that we can
get to net-zero emissions by 2050,
because in my opinion, our generation will be the one demanding to
take control of climate change. It
will take some time, and while 2020
was the wackiest year of anyone’s
lifetime, we don’t want to have a
climate crisis happen 20 years later.
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Western
students’
talents take
over TikTok

CREDIT: REBECCA STREEF (GAZETTE)

TikTok has become a major platform for Western students to share their talents.

Gabby Glasier
GAZETTE

Western students are academics,
advocates and partiers — and now
some have forged a new title over
the quarantine.
Welcome to the stage, Western
TikTokers.
Since TikTok’s inception in 2017,
the app’s popularity has increased
“astronomically,” surpassing 2 billion mobile downloads around the
world. Although the app was originally a replacement for Musical.ly,
a popular lip syncing app purchased
by the same parent company, TikTok
content has diversified, becoming a
platform for social movements, tutorials, jokes, dancing and more.
“My friend told me to get on
TikTok because it was ‘vine but crazier,’” comments Shefali Panicker,
a fourth-year health science student and TikTok creator with 225,700
followers.
Panicker primarily posts videos
of her singing. Her videos can take
anywhere from six to nine hours to
create, between finding the right
music, learning the lyrics, filming
and editing footage.
Her most popular videos are of
her singing covers in up to eight different languages. One of her most
recent covers was a remix of “Nashe
Si Chadh Gayi” and “No Guidance”,
which was sung in Hindi, French and
English. The video garnered 5.1 million views.
“Music has always played a big
part of my life. I began learning
classical Indian music from the age
of six,” she explains.
But Panicker isn’t the only
one who jumped on the TikTok
bandwagon because of a friend’s recommendation. Brianne Boudreault,
a fourth-year MIT student, first
started recording Euphoria-inspired
make-up transitions after watching
her friend use the app.
“I got really into it because I had
nothing better to do. It became a
hobby for me,” she says.
But it’s more than that — Boudreault says she also got into TikTok
to help cope with mental illness. The
platform gave her an outlet to express
herself.
“Before TikTok, I didn’t really
have a passion per se. I went to
school, I saw my friends, I worked
out, just your regular things. It wasn’t
until TikTok that I realized something
was missing,” says Boudreault.
Boudreault attributes her popularity on the app to the “vibe” of
her account — people can see the
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dedication she puts into her content.
On bad days, her videos are something they can turn to.
Since posting her first video on
TikTok in March, Boudreault amassed
over 171,400 followers.
Individuals and groups alike
have monopolized TikTok during
the quarantine — just take a look at
the growing success of the Al-Asala Dabke Group.
“We joined right when [TikTok]
peaked, right when everyone was
hopping on the trend — we wanted
to get in on the action,” says Wasef
Yasin, a second-year finance student
and member of the group.
Unlike many TikToks, which can
take hours to create, Yasin and Omar
Barzak, a fourth-year finance student, say their videos are much more
candid because they are inspired by
real experiences. Their videos are of
the group performing cultural dances
and singing or lip-syncing, accompanied with personable moments of
friendship.
“Our content is a mix of westernized culture with our Arabic culture,”
Yasin elaborates.
Illustrations are first-year BMOS
student, Braedon O’Brien’s, niche.
“When quarantine started, I started
really getting into [TikTok] because
it was something that I could do.
I started combining my art with the
Disney style and then I was turning
celebrities into Disney characters …
that’s how my platform skyrocketed,”
says O’Brien.
O’Brien reached a million followers only a day before he moved to
Western University.
While Western students flourish on
the app, a common theme they’ve all
noticed is the opportunity to educate
and be educated on diversity.
“When you’re at school … you
don’t really get the chance to express
[Arab] culture,” says Yasin. “Then
when you open up TikTok you see
people living that culture in the Western side of the world, that allows you
to unleash it in a way and be closer
to your roots.”
O’Brien tries to make his account
as inclusive and welcoming as possible, in particular, through his
diverse Disney princess series, which
includes transgender, non-binary and
blind characters. Similarly, Panicker
says that her TikTok allows people to
appreciate different cultures, as she
sings in a variety of languages.
Even amid a global pandemic,
these Western students are making
a name for themselves. Western
students are scientists, athletes and
artists — but many are also trailblazers online.

Western’s first-year
enrolment skyrocketed
in response to pandemic
Sarah Wallace
GAZETTE

Western’s enrolment from Ontario
high school students skyrocketed by
almost 30 per cent this year, as the
coronavirus pandemic continues
to close businesses and shrink the
job market.
Almost 4,900 first-years coming
out of grade 12 at an Ontario secondary school are attending Western
University this fall, a sharp increase
from the 3,800 recent high school
graduates who attended last year.
“The increase in domestic enrolment is a consequence of the fact
that students have worse alternatives,” said Baxter Robinson, an
assistant professor of economics at
Western. “While the vast majority
of students would rather take in-person classes than take all their classes
online, their other alternatives this
year have deteriorated at an even
worse rate.”
While domestic numbers
increased exponentially, international numbers stayed roughly the
same, despite an increase in spots
offered to potential international
students.

The number of students who don’t
fit into either category — mainly outof-province or mature students — make
up the remaining 506 spots, down
from 884 last year.
These totals were calculated from
a June Globe and Mail report that
said Western’s 2020-21 enrolment
from Ontario high schools increased
by 28 per cent. Western officials
would not confirm this number.
Western reports enrolment numbers after a census in November, but
makes estimates prior — estimates for
total and international enrolment were
presented at an August Board of Governors meeting.
The nearly 30 per cent jump comes
after the Canadian economy officially
hit a recession in May. Prospective
Western students must accept their
offers by June, several months into the
global pandemic this year, while many
students accept their offers in advance.
“The increase in enrolment is a
direct consequence of the pandemic,”
Robinson said. “The better we do at
dealing with public health crises, the
faster the economy will recover.”
The last time a spike like this
occurred was in the 2003-04 school
year, when grade 13 was officially phased out by the provincial

government. The phasing out resulted
in two years of students starting their
post-secondary educations at the
same time.
Even if Canada and the rest of
the world can recover from the pandemic, Robinson said it’s still likely
domestic enrolment numbers will stay
high, as the labour market faces high
rates of unemployment in industries
often populated by students, like food
service.
In times of economic crisis — for
example, the 2008 recession — enrolment in post-secondary institutions
tends to surge, as the job market
shrinks and people look to acquire
new skills and education. As a result
of the 2008 recession, four out of 10
graduates stayed in school to pursue
higher education.
“A very healthy, robust job market
will lead more potential students to
choose not to become students, and
a weaker job market will lead more
potential students to become students,” Robinson said. “A lot of
businesses that have already gone
out of business here in Canada, [and]
there’s going to be a lot more that are
going to have to permanently close as
their revenues are just not going to be
able to sustain them during this crisis.”

Are you feeling Zoom fatigue?
Chris Miszczak
INTERROBANG

Technology has always been a big
part of my life.
It has been part of my personal
life, working life and just overall
everything that I tend to do involves
technology in some way, from the
Walkman that I had as a kid, to the
smartphone that I carry now. Quite
simply I have grown up in a technological age. It is kind of hard to
say, even with an affinity for technology, that occasionally I get tired
of using it.
This started not that long ago when
I was working full-time, and after a
long day that my eyes would start to
hurt. I would often get a bit of a headache and at the time I would take this
as a sign that it was time to take a
break and to do something else.
However, this year in particular
things have changed dramatically,
since classes have moved online
— as well as homework, research,
communications and even the time
that I would set aside to relax. I find
that once again technology is causing
a great amount of headache, stress,
and chronic fatigue.
“It’s all about setting healthy
boundaries,” explained leadership
development and diversity, equity and
inclusion consultant Mohamed Hammoud. “There is a definite blending
in between what is personal, educational and business when it comes to
technology. The boundaries are not
as obvious as they were before, it is
much more nuanced now.”
Nowadays we might very well
have a desktop computer, a laptop
computer, a smartphone and maybe
even a tablet. Could one say that
this is a touch excessive? Perhaps it
is, but several others talk about the
same thing. National Geographic,
TechCrunch, and even the CBC are
coining a term called “Zoom fatigue.”
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Don’t forget to look up from your screen every once in a while.

A very close friend even told me that
there is so much on Netflix that it is
hard to stay on top of everything. There
is simply so much content out there,
that it is hard to stay on top of everything to stay relevant.
“What we can learn from this experience is that we need to be more
resilient, but also to be much more
open to change. In the long-term, we
are going to look back and be a lot
stronger as a result. If we are walking
around constantly with a phone in our
hand while at home, it might very well
be too much. At the end of the day, it is
about finding a healthy balance,” said
Hammoud. “To not be afraid to find
out what works for others and what
can work better. We need to be aware
that too much of anything can be a bad
thing, it’s about regulating our own use
— so that we can still be healthy.”
The narrative might sound like we
have too much technology, but that is
not the case at all. I would argue that
neither extreme is the answer.
What is being stated, from my own
observations, experiences from my
friends, and peers is that quite simply
we are too tired. With everything else
going on this year, adding technology
fatigue is the last thing that we need
but it is becoming more and more of

a reality. With every other stressor we
have in today’s world, it’s not surprising something like technology
fatigue is becoming a bigger issue than
ever before.
The best advice that one can provide is that it is still very important to
take a break from technology, lest we
become even more overwhelmed with
all the additional stressors that we must
deal with. Remember once in a while
to turn off the computer or phone and
walk away from it for a few moments.
Practice a sense of discipline. It is
simple to point to one extreme and say
that the answer lies within it; that too
much of technology is bad or that we
should stop using it all together. I would
argue to finding that balance where
we still use technology, but to not let it
overwhelm or consume our lives is the
takeaway from this experience.
Time management is a skill that we
are all still learning and perfecting.
Even after college we continue to perfect this skill further.
Remember to set time aside to
simply unwind, as it is important for
your mental health. Admittedly this
year could have been a lot worse without technology. Remember though,
that there is a life beyond the screen in
front of our faces.

